
NASWA and the ICON PROJECT



UI-ICON MODERNIZATION STRATEGY
All States accommodated—adequate transition windows to get the job done

• Design based on open standards

• Leverage technology evolution

• Build platform/product independence and interoperability

• Emphasize flexible technology

• Support evolving technology integration

 Emphasize cost containment and reduction

• Concerns about high cost and limited funding for change—
modernization and ongoing maintenance of current 
applications
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UI-ICON Modernization Strategy (cont)
• Leverage related technologies as applicable (e.g. SAR, 

SIDES, etc.)

• Maintain State System Data Exchange Standards

• Continue Policy that UI-ICON is a “receive and 
forward” function, not a data storage

• Accommodate increased diversity in state 
architectures

• Incremental and phased development
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ICON Project FAQs
• What is the amount expended annually on the Conduent (formerly Xerox) contract? The 

current amount is $7,443,260.  This funding comes from a combination of fund sources– UI 

National Activities for UI activities and One-Stop & Dislocated Worker TAT for WRIS/SWIS.

• What is the exact date of the end of the current two-year extension of the Conduent

contract? February 1, 2020

• Maryland has a contract with Angarai for PM Services.  What is this amount and the 

associated dates? The contract is in the amount of $1,772,125 and the associated dates are 

06/13/2016 – 06/06/2020.

• Maryland has a contract with CSG for IV&V work.  What is the amount and the associated 

dates? The contract is in the amount of $344,800 and the associated dates are 03/01/2017 –

02/28/2019.

• What is the amount of administrative funding Maryland receives from USDOL? The current 

amount is $100,000/year.



NASWA and the ICON Project
Activities since the February Board meeting:

• USDOL is working on directly sourcing NASWA to 
manage ICON and the RFP process – key to the project.

• NASWA provided USDOL ETA an estimate to assume 
ICON management estimated at $600,000 per year.  It 
also provided an estimate to manage the RPF process to 
modernize ICON and implement in the states at roughly 
$650,000 per year.

• USDOL has issued a letter of intent to cover NASWA 
services for managing ICON and RFP for $1 million.





NASWA and the ICON Project
Steps for NASWA’s involvement:

• By June 30, 2018, USDOL ETA, MD and NASWA need a 
cooperative agreement outlining NASWA’s short term 
role until the Conduent contract can be negotiated, 
executed, and transferred to NASWA.  CO-OP would run 
through September 30, 2018. Board approval needed.

• NASWA executes contract with Conduent for services 
through February 2020 and beyond with annual 
renewals so modernized system can be implemented.

• NASWA would submit 424 forms to USDOL for funding 
and paying ICON for their services.



Next Steps (cont.):

• NASWA would create an ICON team, leveraging 
current staff and hiring the necessary personnel. 

• The NASWA UI IB Subcommittee would provide input 
and direction regarding ICON’s functionality (as they 
do today) and we will request that travel 
reimbursements from grant be allowed.

• ICON management and modernization would continue 
under NASWA including reviewing the use of Anagari
(current Project Manager) and CSG (IV&V vendor). 
These contracts are currently with MD.
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Timing is critical to the project NASWA to take over 
from Maryland to manage the project.

The RFP process would need to begin ASAP in order 
to gather requirements, put an RFP together, receive 
bids and do evaluations.

ICON and SIDES both use Conduent as their vendor 
and NASWA would manage both. There may be the 
potential for leveraging the contracts.  
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DISCUSSION


